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Background 

Traditionally an editorial offered the readers a unique insight 

into perspective of the editor writing the editorial to highlight 

the connections between the papers included in the latest issue 

of the journal, perhaps linking it to key scientific, policy or 

political events in the journal’s field.  Sometimes the editorial 

focuses on just one important paper within the journal. 

Editorials may also focus on hot topics in the field offering the 

views and perceptions of an expert writing the editorial on a 

topic of interest.  Occasionally journals decide on a Special 

Issue on a particular topic.  This Special Issue may have a guest 

editor who also writes the accompanying editorial highlighting 

the theme or themes that link the articles in the Special Issue.  

Unfortunately writing editorials is becoming a little bit of a lost 

art.  Nearly a decade ago Ruckdeschel and Shaw wrote that 

there has been “a trend for some journals to skip editorials and 

to simply publish the article in the order accepted” [1]. Today 

there are more academic journals on the market that do not carry 

editorials and many of the more recently established online 

journals have done away with editorials.  Possible explanations 

for this decline are that online journals don’t publish proper 

issues at a regular interval, but instead they published each 

paper as it is accepted as they want to get the information out as 

soon as possible.   We feel that is a pity as editorials can be 

interesting commentaries and they have an important place in 

the world of scientific publishing. 

Over the past two decades we have published close to fifty 

editorials between us.  We would like to highlight some of their 

features to (a) offer advice to would-be editorial writers, (b) 

encourage more junior academic to embrace the writing of 

editorial as a scholarly activity, and at a grander level (c) help 

prevent the demise of the editorial.   

The role of editorials 

Editorials help journals to distinguish themselves; a journal that 

features an editorial is not just a collection of papers but has 

something personal to say to its readers, which may come from 

the editor (origin of the term) or an invited author. For example, 
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the editors of the Journal of Asian Midwives often stress the 

importance of the ICM (International Confederation of 

Midwives) in their editorials [2-4].  The content of the editorial 

helps put the editors’ personal stamp on the identity of their 

journal [5]. The editorial allows editors to communicate with 

their readers and their (potential) contributors [5].  An obvious 

example of this would a call for papers for a Special Issue of the 

journal [6].  Editorials can help highlight certain papers in the 

current issue of the journal which the editor thinks are 

outstanding or particularly innovative.  Peh WC et al.  highlight 

five purposes of an editorial that reflect these aspects of 

communication, see Box 1: [5] 

Box 1: Purposes of an editorial: 

• Personal message from the editor to journal 

readers 

• Commentary on published article in the same 

issue 

• Concise review on a topic of current topic (not 

warranting a full invited review) 

• Drawing readers’ attention to very recent 

development or innovations 

• Commentary on non-scientific topics. E,g, health 

policy, economics, law or ethics  

 

However, we feel that an editorial frequently go beyond simple 

communication, and if well written will stimulate thinking and 

scientific discourse. As Singh and Singh challenge, a good 

editorial is not always comfortable to read, but it does set out to 

make the reader think [7].   Sometimes editorials have an 

education element, for example, on aspects of academic 

publishing [8-9], or the value of qualitative research [10].   

Editorials can also comment on political, social, cultural or 

economic events, hot topics or technical or legal developments 

that are particularly relevant to the academic discipline 

represented by the journal [5].  For example, two of us got 

together with various midwifery colleagues to write about the 

Millennium Development Goals coming to an end in 2015 [11] 

and about mental health policies in Nepal [12].  More recently 

several of us wrote about the COVD-19 pandemic when it first 

occurred [13-16].  As Singh and Singh reminded us: “Scratch 

the surface of any good editor who enjoys his job, and a 

crusader will shine through” [7]. Editorials can also be opinion 

pieces challenging established views and pushing out the 

boundaries of knowledge.   

Editorials can serve many other purposes, “including critiques 

of original articles published in the same issue of the journal, 

concise reviews of topics that do not warrant a full-length 

invited review, and other topics on very recent developments 

that are deemed by the editor to be important to readers of the 

journal and the community” [5].   

Who writes editorial? 

Journal editors edit and direct journals and as part of this role 

they sometimes write editorials. They are usually unpaid 

volunteers who act as editors over and above their day job [17].  

The latter results in editors often inviting experts to write a so-

called guest editorial.  For example, on the publication of an 

important report the ground-breaking Global State of the 

World's Midwifery Report (SoWMy) in 2011, one of us was 

invited to write a guest editorial for the International Journal of 

Childbirth [18]. 

How to write an editorial 

It is a good idea to keep editorials brief and to the point, 

highlighting one single issue.  The online journal Social 

Inclusion 

(https://www.cogitatiopress.com/socialinclusion/pages/view/fo

rauthors ) advises would-be editorial writers: “Editorial: an 

introductory piece submitted by an Academic Editor providing 

insight into the topic of the thematic issue. Editorials shall have 

a maximum length of 2,000 words (the word count limit 

includes title, abstract, tables, figures, and references list).”   

Interestingly, Social Inclusion has a publication charge for 

standard paper, but: editorials and commentaries up to 2,000 

words are free of charge. 

Editorials must be written in clear but engaging language; as 

Gray said “A good editorial should have a quinoa effect. Love 

or loathe the stuff it gets a reaction” [19].  However, there is a 

need for caution as too much polemic will have the opposite 

effect. Leslie and Hemmings adopt the acronym GRACE as a 

guide for writing editorials [20] (see Box 2). 

 

Box 2: GRACE guide for writing editorials [20] 

Gracious: discuss strength and limitations respectfully. 

Relevant: provide opinions relevant to the paper and its 

readers. 

Accurate: quote the paper and literature accurately and 

conform to journal requirements. 

Controversial: express and opinion and advance the 

discussion in a thoughtful and provocative way. 

Engaging: write for a general readership, medical journalists, 

social media, and the public. 
 

Insights from Nepal Journal of Epidemiology during the 

COVID era 

All eight of the last editorials published in the Nepal Journal of 

Epidemiology have focused on the SARS-CoV-2 virus and its 

impact on not only Nepal, but the global community as a whole. 

These editorials aimed to bring readers the latest information as 

new aspects of the novel virus came to light. The editorials 

developed along with the latest scientific information, thereby 
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conveying that the editors had their fingers on the proverbial 

“pulse” of the COVID-19 pandemic.  The natural evolution of 

the editorials is evident as the initial editorials focused on the 

early stages of the pandemic and the emerging epidemiology as 

well as highlighting areas of weakness which needed 

strengthening within the context of COVID-19 and Nepal [13]. 

Shortly after the COVID-19 pandemic got a foothold into the 

global community national lockdowns and self-isolation were 

the mainstay method used in combatting the spread of the virus. 

The rapid change in society from highly social to complete self-

isolation coupled with the fear of the unknown of this novel 

virus caused unprecedented psychological stress within the 

community. The psychological impact thereof was highlighted 

through the second editorial published in the COVID era [13]. 

The following editorials published by the journal homed in on 

methods in which the virus and spread thereof could be best 

curtailed and minimized. The two following editorials focused 

on prohibition of alcohol and artificial intelligence as methods 

which could be used to best combat and minimize the effect of 

the virus [14, 21]. The Nepal Journal of Epidemiology, thus 

provided information on useful and practical methods being 

employed by other countries to reduce transmission of the virus 

and thus offered readers an array of options which could best be 

applied in their respective country [14, 21]. The journal 

subsequently and in character with bringing readers the latest 

from the global scientific community published an editorial on 

the mutations of the SARS-CoV-2 virus as well as addressed 

the fear and question of “reinfections”. It was concluded that 

reinfections were lower and less severe in individuals who had 

been vaccinated [22]. In pandemics chronic medical conditions 

such as cancer get neglected due to fears of undergoing 

surgeries or approaching healthcare facilities in fear of 

contracting the virus. The sixth COVID-19 based editorial 

highlighted this issue and substantiated the safety of undergoing 

such robotic and contactless surgery during the pandemic [23]. 

The rigorous treatment protocol for patients suffering from 

COVID-19 called for the use of high doses of corticosteroids. 

The long-term implications thereof as well dosing to prevent 

avascular necrosis was critically discussed in the editorial and 

thus again highlights the practical sense of the editorials 

published by the Nepal Journal of Epidemiology in the Covid-

19 series [24].  The most recent editorial published by the 

journal explores the alarming rise of suicides in Nepal which is 

attributed to the stressors induced by COVID-19 as well as the 

methods in which such events can be prevented [25]. The eight 

editorials published thus far have been both informative and 

applied aiming to inform readers about the most up-to-date 

insights and information available in the pandemic. The natural 

evolution of the editorials and their topics stand as a testimony 

to the Nepal Journal of Epidemiology and their level of quality 

and drive to keep readers informed with the most practical and 

interesting information available. 

Final thoughts 

We have taken ideas from Leslie and Hemmings [20], Gray [19] 

and our own experiences and combined these into the guidance 

listed in Box 3.   As Leslie and Hemmings commented: An 

editorial “gives the writer a podium on which to flex their 

scientific and literary muscle, stimulate scientific discourse, and 

influence their colleagues for the greater good.” [20].   We 

would like to go one step further than Leslie and Hemmings, we 

would argue that writing an editorial not only offers the 

academic a platform, it also can be steppingstone for their 

career.  To finish this editorial, we conclude that being invited 

to contribute an editorial for a good scientific journal is a great 

honour. 

Box 3: Basic advice for writing an editorial for an academic 

journal 

• Keep the editorial short and clear.  

• Keep it topical. 

• Follow the journal’s author instructions. 

• Follow the brief (if you are invited by the editor).  

• Have one clear slightly challenging or controversial 

argument. 

• Balance your controversial argument by 

acknowledging our views and perspectives. 

• Don’t make it an essay with too much detail. 

• Write for your audience, ask yourself: ‘Who reads 

the journal?’  
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